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Precision experimental tests of the Standard Model of particle physics (SM) are one of our best
hopes for discovering what new physics lies beyond the SM (BSM). Key in the search for new physics
is the connection between theory and experiment. Forging this connection for searches involving
low-energy hadronic or nuclear environments requires the use of a non-perturbative theoretical tool,
lattice QCD. We present two recent lattice QCD calculations by the CalLat collaboration relevant
for new physics searches: the nucleon axial coupling, gA , whose precise value as predicted by the
SM could help point to new physics contributions to the so-called “neutron lifetime puzzle”, and
hadronic matrix elements of short-ranged operators relevant for neutrinoless double beta decay
searches.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics stands as a crowning achievement of physicists during the 20th
century. However, it is well accepted that the SM must be incomplete, as it is unable to answer such outstanding
questions as:
• What is the origin of neutrino masses?
• What is the nature of dark matter?
• Why does the universe contain an excess of matter over antimatter?
To provide some answers, we must develop new theories which extend beyond the SM (BSM), and over the years theorists have proposed a plethora of possibilities. Progress in understanding BSM physics relies heavily on experimental
efforts, which can rule out or confirm theoretical predictions, as well as provide new unexplained data which may act
as clues toward determining the correct theory.
The ability to faithfully connect theory to experiment is crucial for these efforts. For low energy experiments utilizing
nuclear or hadronic environments, forging this connection requires the solution of the theory behind the strong nuclear
force, Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). Unfortunately, attempts to directly determine analytical solutions of QCD
at low energies are thwarted by the large value of the strong coupling constant in this regime, rendering perturbation
theory unreliable. Currently our only tool for tackling this enterprise which can produce accurate results with fully
controlled and quantifiable systematics is a numerical technique known as Lattice QCD (LQCD). LQCD provides
non-perturbative solutions to the QCD path integral through the use of a lattice regulator, in which spacetime is
discretized. Physical results are obtained through removal of this regulator, by taking the continuum limit using
well-understood prescriptions. In order to fit the resulting infinite-dimensional integral into a finite-sized computer,
only a finite volume of spacetime may be studied, and frequently heavier-than-physical quark masses (and therefore,
pion masses) are used. Thus, final results are obtained through the continuum, infinite volume, and physical pion
mass limits.
LQCD contributions to experimental searches for BSM physics may be roughly divided into two categories. The
first type of calculation involves producing precision results for quantities which may be equally precisely determined
experimentally. By comparing theoretical expectations from the SM to experimental findings, one may look for
discrepancies as signs of new physics. An example is the muon anomalous magnetic moment, which currently shows
an approximately 3.5σ discrepancy between theory and experiment [1] (for a review, see Ref. [2]). Also compelling
are quantities for which an experimental “puzzle” exists: two different types of experiments produce results that
are in tension with one another. Examples are the “proton radius puzzle” [3–6], involving experiments utilizing
different leptonic probes, and the “neutron lifetime puzzle” [1, 7], arising between measurements of trapped neutrons
versus beams of neutrons. Reducing the uncertainty on the theoretical determination of the latter requires a precise
theoretical determination of the value of the nucleon axial coupling, gA . In Sec. II, we will discuss a new calculation
of gA to 1% precision which puts a strong theoretical constraint on right-handed BSM operators, and paves the way
toward sub-percent calculations capable of resolving the discrepancy between lifetime experiments [8, 9].
A complimentary experimental program searching for BSM physics involves the use of nuclear or hadronic probes
looking for extraordinarily rare processes. Such processes are forbidden by the symmetries of the SM, and would
therefore point to new physics. Examples are dark matter searches, which use nuclear detectors to look for interactions
with non-SM particles. These interactions occur through the so-called nucleon sigma terms, which may be determined
through LQCD calculations [10]. LQCD calculations of permanent hadronic electric dipole moments (for recent
reviews, see Refs. [11, 12]) arising from both SM and potential BSM contributions will aid in searches for CP violation,
a necessary ingredient in the production of a matter/antimatter asymmetry in the universe. Also necessary for this
asymmetry is baryon number violation. Experimentalists are searching for the proposed neutrinoless double beta
decay (0νββ), which, if observed, would elucidate the origins of this symmetry violation in the early universe. LQCD
calculations of these decays in few hadron systems are a necessary step for determining the potential sensitivity of
current and planned experiments, as well as connecting any signals to the underlying BSM theory at play [13–16].
In Sec. III we will discuss a calculation of hadronic matrix elements for short-ranged decay operators, arising from
new heavy physics, which may lead to a greatly modified expectation for the potential discovery region of 0νββ
experiments [17].
II.

AXIAL COUPLING OF THE NUCLEON

The axial coupling of the nucleon, gA , is a central quantity in nuclear physics. The axial coupling determines the
coupling of the weak axial current to the nucleon, and is therefore fundamental in the calculation of the neutron weak
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decay, and by extension, nuclear beta decay. According to the SM, the free neutron lifetime, τn , and axial coupling
are related by [7],

2
2
|Vud | τn 1 + 3gA
= 4908.6(1.9) s ,
(1)
where |Vud | is the CKM mixing element1 . The axial coupling is equally important for other weak processes involving
nucleons, such as the proton-proton fusion reaction (pp → dγ) which powers our sun. The amount of hydrogen versus
helium in the universe following the Big Bang also depends very sensitively upon gA , thus its precise value heavily
influences Big Bang nucleosynthesis.
Finally, through the Goldberger-Treiman relation,
gA mn = Fπ gπnn ,

(2)

where mn is the mass of the nucleon and Fπ is the pion decay constant, the pion-nucleon coupling, gπnn is also
related to gA . This coupling controls pion-nucleon scattering cross sections, the long-range strong nuclear force, and
an array of related nuclear physics observables. Because it determines the interactions between pions and nucleons,
it is ubiquitous in Chiral Perturbation Theory calculations for nucleons, and is therefore crucial for determining the
quark mass dependence of quantities involving nucleons.
The axial coupling has been very precisely measured experimentally. For example, a recent measurement by the
UCNA group of the polarized neutron spin-electron correlation coefficient,

−2 λ2 − |λ|
,
(3)
A0 (λ) =
1 + 3λ2
where λ = gA /gV , yielded λ = −1.2783(22) [19], while an even more recent measurement by the Perkeo
group

yielded λ = −1.27641(45)(33) [20]. Through chiral symmetry, the SM predicts gV = 1 + O (mu − md )2 , therefore,
the quantity λ directly predicts gA , barring BSM effects. The current average given by the Particle Data Group
is gA = 1.2724(23) [1]. There has, however, been a notable trend over time of increasing values of experimental
measurements of gA , leading to a 5σ difference between average values obtained using pre- and post-2002 measurements
[7].
While this discrepancy may be attributed to the potentially increased difficulty in estimating systematics for pre2002 experiments, perhaps more troubling is a nearly 4σ discrepancy between independent experimental measurements
of the related quantity τn utilizing different experimental strategies [21]. In one type of experiment, ultracold neutrons
are contained via magnetic or gravitational traps, and the number that remain after a period of time is tracked.
In another, beams of neutrons are used, and the number of protons that are produced is recorded. Thus, beam
experiments count only the number of decays of neutrons into protons, as predicted by the SM, while trap experiments
can also account for potential non-SM decays. The smaller lifetime measured by trap experiments could potentially
be pointing to new physics in these decays, for example, neutron decays into dark matter [22–24].
A direct calculation of gA from the SM could help clarify these experimental pictures, with a 0.5% calculation
potentially showing favor for one type of experiment over the other, and a 0.1% calculation showing 5σ selective
resolution. Lattice QCD (combined with QED) is the only known method for carrying out such a calculation.
Theoretical motivation to calculate gA using lattice QCD extends far beyond these goals. There are related quantities
for which current experimental measurements are insufficiently determined, such as axial form factors and in-medium
corrections to gA . Axial form factors are a crucial limiting factor in the precision of long-baseline neutrino experiments,
such as the upcoming DUNE experiment at Fermilab, which will probe sources of CP violation in the neutrino sector.
In-medium effects on axial currents may prove important for understanding 0νββ experiments, which will be discussed
in the next Section. Lattice calculations of these quantities have been performed at unphysical pion mass [25–27],
however, reliably understanding the systematics associated with such calculations as one approaches the physical
limit must begin with fully controlling the systematics in the much simpler calculation of gA . In fact, one may argue
that the overarching goal of accurately connecting nuclear physics to the SM via lattice QCD relies on the ability to
demonstrate control over systematics for well-known quantities. As one of the simplest hadronic matrix elements to
calculate, as well as its pervasive appearance in calculations of nearly all nuclear quantities, gA should be a benchmark.
Through the years, there have been many lattice QCD calculations of gA appearing from various different collaborations [28–50]. Despite the apparent simplicity of such a calculation and the large global effort, predictions of gA
with enough precision to compete with experiment have not been produced. This is to be contrasted with the status
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A new analysis of nuclear structure effects by the authors of Ref. [18] has determined a slightly lower value for the numerical constant.
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FIG. 1: Selected Lattice QCD results for gA , including the result from Ref. [50] described in these proceedings.

of flavor physics in the mesonic sector, for which precision lattice QCD calculations have made a significant impact
to our current knowledge [51]. A survey of results for gA through 2017 is shown in Fig. 1, along with the reported
PDG value.
There are several difficulties which must be overcome in order to produce a precision calculation for gA . One of
the most significant differences in lattice calculations involving mesons versus nucleons is that nucleons come with
an exponentially poor signal-to-noise problem. This issue is caused by a signal which falls off exponentially with
Euclidean time at a faster rate than the Monte Carlo noise, leading to a time dependence of the signal-to-noise ratio
which is given by [52]
S/N ∼ e−(mN −3/2mπ )t

(4)

in the limit of large Euclidean time. However, at early Euclidean times the signal is contaminated by contributions
from excited states. Thus, in order to minimize systematic errors stemming from excited states, exponentially large
computational resources are typically used to clarify the signal at late times. Another way to mitigate this enormous
cost is to perform calculations at pion masses that are heavier than those in nature, where the signal-to-noise ratio
is exponentially larger, and perform extrapolations to the physical point. For a given set of computational resources,
typically some balance must be made between statistical precision and systematic contamination. Unfortunately as
calculations move closer to the physical point, whether in Euclidean time or pion mass, the error bars of the calculation
grow and may mask systematic effects.
The work presented here of a new calculation by the CalLat collaboration relies on several advancements to produce
a precision of 1% on the calculation of gA . The first is a new calculation technique based on the Feynman-Hellmann
theorem demonstrated in Ref. [53]. This method, which shares similarities with methods used in Refs. [25, 54, 55],
produces, from a single calculation, data points for all possible Euclidean time separations between the nucleon
creation and annihilation operators. With access to the full time dependence of the correlation functions, fits to
a known functional form for this time dependence may be performed over varying time regions and with different
numbers of included excited states, in order to fully understand and eliminate contamination from such excited states.
The new technique also allows for multiple operators, each having different overlap onto the ground and excited states,
to be produced without the cost of additional calculations. This gives an extra handle for controlling excited states.
In addition to lending more confidence in the quoted result and a more reliable systematic uncertainty, the method
allows for the use of earlier time separations, in which the signal is exponentially larger, in order to improve the
precision of the final result.
The calculation also utilized a new lattice discretization [56], in which the freely available HISQ ensembles produced by the MILC collaboration [57] were coupled with propagators calculated using so-called domain-wall fermions
(DWF) [58–60]. DWF are preferable for their chiral symmetry properties
and the minimization of systematic effects

due to the finite lattice spacing, with errors beginning at O a2 , rather than O (a) for other types of discretization.
Thus, even at a larger lattice spacing a calculation performed using DWF may be effectively closer to the continuum
limit than a calculation performed using a different discretization at a smaller lattice spacing. This mixed-action approach balances the cost associated with producing gauge field configurations with the reduction of systematic effects
due to discretization. Any additional systematic effects arising from the mixed-action formulation may be estimated
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or removed using EFT.
The calculation was performed on 16 lattice ensembles, with lattice spacings ranging from 0.09 − 0.15 fm, pion
masses from 130 − 450 MeV, and volumes between 2.4 − 5.8 fm. In addition to the MILC ensembles, which range
up to mπ ∼ 310 MeV, heavier pion mass points were produced to better understand and control the pion mass
extrapolations. The pion mass dependence of the calculations is shown in Extended Data Fig. 4 of Ref. [50].
Because the convergence of effective field theory approaches applied to nucleon quantities are not well-understood,
various forms of simultaneous extrapolations in the pion mass, lattice spacing, and volumes were performed, based
on both effective field theory and simple Taylor expansions. A Bayesian model average was used for the final result,
with a systematic error assigned due to model selection. Various checks were performed to study the stability of the
results due to, for example, cuts in the data at both heavy and light pion masses. The results for all of these studies
is shown in Extended Data Fig. 4 of Ref. [50].
The final result, given by
gA = 1.2711(103)s (39)χ (15)a (19v )(04)I (55)M ,

(5)

includes errors arising from statistics (s), pion mass dependence (χ), discretization (a), finite volume (v), isospin
breaking effects (I), and model selection (M ). The total error is found to be dominated by the statistical uncertainty.
Thus, utilizing the same methods, a straightforward path toward reducing the uncertainty of the theoretical calculation
of gA has been established, with the potential for a resolution of the neutron lifetime puzzle in the near future.
While the uncertainty of the present calculation is still not sufficient to directly compete with experiment, we can
already use it to place constraints on potential BSM physics arising from right-handed currents. An exploration of
such effects was explored in Ref. [61], and the authors of this work provided an updated plot showing constraints on
left- and right-handed BSM currents (δVud and ξud , respectively), which is shown in Extended Data Fig. 4 of Ref. [50].
The yellow band in this Figure, which is produced using the CalLat calculation of gA , is seen to provide the strongest
constraint on ξud , as compared to results from collider experiments, pion decays, and super-allowed beta decays.
III.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO NEUTRINOLESS DOUBLE BETA DECAY

An alternative approach to searching for new physics involves tests of fundamental symmetries by looking for
exceedingly rare processes that are not allowed by the SM. One example of such a search with an enormous worldwide
experimental effort is 0νββ, in which experimentalists look for two simultaneous beta decays with no emission of
neutrinos. Such a process, which violates conservation of lepton number, is only allowed if neutrinos are Majorana in
nature: that is, if the neutrino is its own antiparticle. Such an observation could elucidate a potential source for the
baryon number asymmetry in the early Universe that is necessary for the observed excess of matter over antimatter.
For example, shortly after the Big Bang, heavy right-handed partner neutrinos could decay to leptons, giving a source
of leptogenesis [62, 63]. These excess leptons can then be converted to an excess of baryons through known SM
processes (sphalerons).
There are several compelling reasons to believe that neutrinos could be Majorana in nature. One is based on an
Effective Field Theory (EFT) treatment of the SM. We know that the SM is not complete, and therefore at some
high energy scale operators with dimension greater than 4 should become important. The only dimension-5 operator
one can write down that is consistent with all the symmetries of the SM (aside from lepton number) is a Majorana
mass term for the neutrinos. It is already known that the SM violates lepton number conservation through sphaleron
processes, and we should expect that any process that is not forbidden by symmetry should be expressed in nature.
The existence of Majorana neutrinos also gives rise to a number of models (so-called seesaw models) which provide
a convenient explanation for why the neutrinos are so much lighter than all other SM particles. Assuming neutrinos
have both Dirac and Majorana mass terms, which requires the introduction of right-handed partner neutrinos, leads
2
to a mass matrix whose two eigenstates are Majorana neutrinos with masses given by ml ∼ MD
/MR and mh ∼ MR ,
where MD , MR are the Dirac and right-handed Majorana masses, respectively. Given that we haven’t observed righthanded neutrinos in nature implies that their masses are heavy, leading to a mass for the light neutrino which is
inversely suppressed by this heavy scale. The seesaw argument is also implied by the (EFT) treatment of the SM: if
the Majorana mass term is dimension-5, it must be suppressed by one power of the high energy scale at which we can
no longer resolve the short-distance physics.
There are several current and planned experimental efforts searching for 0νββ around the world. These experiments
utilize different nuclei, typically 76 Ge, 130 T e, or 136 Xe. They also employ a variety of different detector technologies
and observational strategies in efforts to determine the most promising methods for observing this process. The
next generation of experiments is planned to be at the ton scale for source material, hopefully pushing the lifetime
bounds to 1027 to 1028 years. The Nuclear Science Advisory Committee’s 2015 Long Range Plan provided an outline
of the expected discovery regions for current and proposed experiments as a function of the lightest neutrino mass
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FIG. 2: Quark-level contributions to 0νββ. In the left panel, two down quarks are converted to two up quarks plus two
electrons via heavy intermediary particles (unlabeled inner lines). At energies much smaller than the electroweak scale, MW ,
the process appears to occur at a single spacetime point, giving rise to the four-quark diagrams shown in the right panel.

(Fig. 5.2 of Ref. [64]). The projections are given for two possible mass hierarchies: the standard hierarchy, in which
the smaller of the known neutrino mass splittings corresponds to the lightest pair, and the opposite scenario, the
inverted hierarchy. As shown in this Figure, next generation ton-scale experiments should be able to explore the
entire discovery region for the inverted hierarchy, while only a modest portion of the discovery region for the standard
hierarchy can be accessed. Unfortunately, based on a global analysis of neutrino observables, including cosmological
constraints, oscillation experiments, as well as the already excluded lifetimes from 0νββ experiments, it seems that
the standard hierarchy is favored at the two-sigma level [65]. However, this picture assumes that only the most widely
studied mechanism, that of light neutrino exchange, is behind the decay. There are many other potential mechanisms
for the decay that may provide a more optimistic picture for the potential of experiments.
For example, the already mentioned seesaw mechanism requires heavy right-handed neutrinos to account for the
lightness of the observed neutrinos, and these heavy particles may also drive the decay. Naı̈vely, one might expect that
the heavy particle mechanism for 0νββ would be inversely suppressed by the mass of the heavy particle. However, note
that the light neutrino mechanism for 0νββ is proportional to the light neutrino mass (due to a helicity flip), which,
from the same seesaw argument, is also inversely suppressed by the heavy right-handed neutrino mass. Therefore,
which mechanism dominates depends largely on the details of the model under consideration. There are several BSM
models that give mechanisms for 0νββ that don’t involve neutrinos at all, such as R-parity violating supersymmetric
theories2 . Such processes imply that not only should we include contributions from these models when planning
experiments, but also if we can relate current experimental bounds to the underlying model, we could potentially,
for example, place bounds on R-parity violation, which is essential for understanding the stability of the lightest
superpartner, a dark matter candidate. Thus, the questions we must answer are, how do we relate short-distance,
BSM models to experimental signatures in large nuclei, and in turn, how do we relate experimental signatures to the
underlying theory.
QCD governs the strong interactions at all energy scales, from the high-energy BSM scale, to the low-energy nuclear
scales of experiments. Matching the BSM model onto scales relevant for experiment requires the non-perturbative
methods of lattice QCD. Unfortunately, lattice QCD will never be able to directly calculate 0νββ matrix elements
in large nuclei due to the enormous computational demands. As discussed in the previous Section, the number of
statistical samples needed grows exponentially not only with Euclidean time, but also with the number of nucleons.
Further issues include the very large number of quark degrees of freedom within a nucleus and the enormous number
of lattice sites necessary for correctly resolving both short and long distance scales, to name a few. Therefore the usual
paradigm for applying lattice QCD to nuclear physics is that one should use the lattice for calculating few nucleon
quantities, and these results can then be used as input into, for example, ab initio methods for medium mass nuclei,
which are then finally matched onto many-body techniques.
The first step in this matching is to determine the matrix elements of two-nucleon systems due to high-energy
BSM physics. This matching from the BSM scale to the electroweak scale may be carried out perturbatively. For
example, a diagram such as that shown on the left in Fig. 2, where the unlabeled internal lines belong to some heavy
BSM particles, can be represented by the diagram on the right at scales below the electroweak scale. The black circle
represents a set of four-quark operators that are consistent with the symmetries of the interaction [71],


++
O1+
= q̄L τ + γ µ qL q̄R τ + γµ qR ,




++
O2±
= q̄R τ + qL q̄R τ + qL ± q̄L τ + qR q̄L τ + qR ,

2

Note that it doesn’t matter what particles are involved in the decay, observation of 0νββ ensures lepton number is violated and that
the neutrinos are Majorana, as any diagram leading to the emission of two electrons with no neutrinos can always be rearranged into a
Majorana mass diagram for a neutrino (the so-called “black box theorem” [66–70]).
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FIG. 3: Two examples of hadronic-level diagrams for short-ranged contributions to 0νββ. On the left, two neutrons exchange
a pion via a known pion interaction vertex (gray circle). The pion undergoes short-ranged 0νββ at the black vertex, resulting
in two protons and two electrons in the final state. On the right, two neutrons undergo 0νββ at a single spacetime point,
emerging as two protons and two electrons.
++
O3±
=

q̄L τ + γ µ qL





q̄L τ + γµ qL ± q̄R τ + γ µ qR q̄R τ + γµ qR ,

(6)

where the Takahashi bracket notation () or [] indicates the color indices that are contracted together [72]. Note that
omitted from this list are vector operators which will be suppressed by the electron mass over a hadronic scale.
To move from the electroweak scale to hadronic scales, there are multiple diagrams one can write down. The leading
order contribution, according to Weinberg power counting [73, 74], is shown on the left side of Fig. 3. Here, the two
neutrons exchange a pion, which undergoes 0νββ, converting it from a π − to a π + . At next-to-next-to leading order
(NNLO) we have the diagram on the right of this Figure, consisting of two neutrons interacting at a point while
undergoing 0νββ, as well as additional contributions involving pion exchange with a derivative interaction. When
calculating the hadronic contributions, one must also consider the so-called color-mixed operators,


0
++
O1+
= q̄L τ + γ µ qL q̄R τ + γµ qR ,





0
++
O2±
= q̄L τ + qL q̄L τ + qL ± q̄R τ + qR q̄R τ + qR ,
(7)
which arise through renormalization from the electroweak scale to the QCD scale3 [75].
Considering the leading order calculation on the left side of Fig. 3, there are two types of vertices. The gray circle
represents the interaction between a pion and a nucleon, and can be related to gA through the Goldberger-Trieman
relation, Eq. 2. Thus, the only unknowns are the matrix elements for the π − → π + transition involving the four-quark
operators detailed above. Once these matrix elements are determined from lattice QCD, they may be inserted into
the EFT diagrams to calculate the 0νββ transition rates for two nucleon systems.
This calculation was performed for the first time in Refs. [17, 76]. This single pion calculation is computationally
far easier to perform on the lattice than full two nucleon calculations due to the lack of any signal-to-noise problem
associated with pions and of any complications due to the interpretation of two particle systems in a finite volume [77].
There are five matrix elements to be determined, from the positive parity operators of Eqs. 6, 7. The results of the
lattice calculations for these five operators are presented in Fig. 3 of Ref. [17] as a function of the pion mass.
As the renormalization scale is varied below the electroweak scale, there is mixing between the operators in Eq. 6
0
++
++
and their corresponding primed operators in Eq. 7. These pairs of operators are shown in green (O1+
, O1+
) and
0
++
++
++
blue (O2+ , O2+ ). O3+ vanishes at leading order, therefore its value is suppressed compared to the other operators,
and the expected m2π dependence is observed. The calculation was performed on a subset of the same ensembles
used for the calculation of gA discussed in the previous Section. Three values of the lattice spacing were used for the
continuum extrapolation, along with several different volumes to account for finite volume corrections.
Simultaneous extrapolations in the lattice spacing, pion mass, and volume are shown as shaded bands. The final
results, given in two different renormalization schemes using non-perturbative renormalization techniques, are given
in Table I. We find that the values agree at the two sigma level with a recent calculation that utilized SU (3) flavor
symmetry and EFT to relate these matrix elements to lattice-determined matrix elements involving kaons [78].
We have presented the complete lattice calculation necessary for determining 0νββ processes involving short-ranged
operators within the leading order π − → π + exchange diagrams. Work remains to be done to faithfully use these
results for determining 0νββ decay rates within experimentally relevant nuclei. For example, it is known that the
Weinberg power counting scheme can be poorly convergent, particularly within the isotriplet s-wave channel relevant

3

++
The corresponding primed operator for O3±
is redundant, which may be shown by performing a Fierz transformation on the resulting
operator.
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TABLE I: Resulting matrix elements extrapolated to the physical point, renormalized in RI/SMOM and M¯S, both at µ =
3 GeV.
4

Oi [GeV]
O1
O10
O2
O20
O3

RI/SMOM
µ = 3 GeV
−1.91(13) × 10−2
−7.22(49) × 10−2
−3.68(31) × 10−2
1.16(10) × 10−2
1.85(10) × 10−4

M¯S
µ = 3 GeV
−1.89(13) × 10−2
−7.81(54) × 10−2
−3.77(32) × 10−2
1.23(11) × 10−2
1.86(10) × 10−4

for this process. This may require the calculation of the full two-nucleon contact diagrams (Fig. 3, right), which can be
promoted to a leading order contribution [79, 80]. Furthermore, for BSM models in which the O1 , O2 operators vanish,
such as left-right symmetric models with no mixing between left- and right-handed W bosons, only NNLO diagrams
contribute, thus the full NNLO calculation would need to be performed. Note that the O3 π − → π + calculation
presented here is one element of the NNLO calculation. Finally, matching onto appropriate many-body theories will
allow us to propagate these results to large nuclei.

IV.

SUMMARY

We have presented two complete lattice QCD calculations at the physical point for quantities relevant to experimental searches for BSM physics and tests of fundamental symmetries of the SM. All systematic errors in each calculation
are controlled and accounted for. We have calculated the axial coupling of the nucleon, gA , with 1% uncertainty and
the promise of a straightforward path to the sub-percent precision necessary for discriminating between discrepant
experimental measurements of the neutron lifetime. We have also presented calculations of matrix elements necessary
for determining contributions of short-ranged operators to 0νββ.
These calculations highlight the present utility of lattice QCD as a tool for complementing experimental progress
in the search for new physics. We have entered a precision era, in which all systematics of lattice calculations may
be controlled and the results directly compared to nature, giving us a faithful line of communication between theory
and experiment.
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